March 16, 2019, 8:20 am
Tesitmony in Opposition for H.B. 5898 for assisted suicide

Dear Friends,
It is the responsibility of elected officials to serve and PROTECT the life and wellbeing
of their constituents: Life not the right to assisted suicide. Please be mindful that people
can be hurting and in bad places in a season or moment of life but the next day or even
hour, they feel completely different. Ending life prematurely is a mistake and should be
avoided at all costs.
I have just finished a Christian healing course through Global Awakenings in
Mechanicsburg PA. During that course, there are miracles, signs and wonders still being
preformed through the precious name of Jesus Christ. He still heals today.
By passing a bill that purports that it is OKAY TO END LIFE before a natural ending,
legislators are saying we believe this is a good way to end your life. There will be people
in a time of crisis who are seeking for hope and perhaps cannot find it at that moment
who may decide prematurely to end their lives. Once that life is snuffed out, there is no
going back. Who knows the potential of that life in the future once they have been healed
and made whole (SOZO healing)?
Through prayer, cancers have been erased, tumors disappeared, limbs grown out and the
dead raised in the name of Jesus! He is the author and finisher of our lives and man
should not meddle in the process by accelerating the decision for people to die.
God forbid that this bill pass. Then what would be the next taking of life?
Dear God, protect the constituents of CT from bills that prematurely end lives. Please
guide and direct the leaders of CT and give them your wisdom and let them seek your
ways to know how to best serve and PROTECT their countrymen. They have a serious
responsibility to serve and protect. Please let them remember their own loved ones and
treat their constituents as they would family members. Love is the answer. More God.
Send more love through these legislatures and guide their steps. In the name of Jesus.
Amen.
Thank you. Respectfully submitted this day by Karlene Guerette.

